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Communioue of the I1eeting 

The Conference of the Committee on Disarmament today held its 

552nd plenary meeting in the Palais des Nations, Geneva, under the 

Chairmanship of H.E. Ambassador A.A. Roshchin, representative of 

the Union of So~iet Socialist Republics. 

Statements v1ere made by the representatives of India, the 

Netherlands, Mongolia and Italy. 

The next meeting of the Conference will be held on Tuesday, 

28 March 1972, at 10.30 a.m. 
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Mr. BANERJEE (India): On behalf of the delegation of India, I should like to 

welcome our nevl colleagues; Ambassador Nisibori of Japan, Ambassador Polak of the 

Netherlands, Ambassador Ene of Romania, and Ambassador Martin of the United States. 

In this tenth anniversary year of the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament 

it would be appropriate to take a general stock of the situation that now prevails in 

the field of disarmament, so that v-re could have a better perspective on and understanding 

of specific problems and issues before the Conference. 

It is indeed a most encouraging development that, despite the ever-spiralling 

arms race and a growing disappointment in regard to any genuine progress in 

disarmament, the thinking of the international community has now become clearer than 

ever before in regard to the general direction of progress in the field of 

disarmament. There are several elements on which an important consensus seems to 

be developing within the international community. 

In the first instance, the realization is grovring that lasting global security 

could only be achieved through disarmament, and that no matter how long and difficult 

the road, the international comn1unity has to persevere in its noble task of achieving 

lasting security. The so-called theory of the balance of deterrence ca11not be a basis 

for achieving international security. 

Disarmament in this nuclear age can only be conceived of in terms of the goal 

of general and complete disarmament under effective international control. The 

advent of nuclear weapons and the development of the other weapons of mass destruction 

have left the international commur~ty with no choice except total and comprehensive 

disarmament. 

In view of the deep-seated mistrust and suspicion among nations and the 

existence of international tensions, only a step-by-step approach can be adopted in 

the field of disarmament. Hence the value of the so-called partial or collateral 

measures. And such measures have to be genuine, balanced and effective if they are 

to contribute tmvards the achievement of the goal of general and complete disarmament 

under effective international control. 

The highest priority has to be accorded to measures in the field of nuclear 

disarmament, so that significant progress tm...-ards nuclear· disarmament could be 

achieved as early as possible. Any effort to divert the attention of the negotiating 
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body on disarmament from this task of highest priority vwuld be looked at l·rith 

suspicion by the international community and vmuld not contribute to the achievement 

of the cherished goal of general and complete disarmament under effective 

international control. 

It is now almost universally accepted that the problem of disarmament, which is 

of fundamental importance to all the nations of the world and which at the same 

time raises highly complicated issues, should be tackled on hro levels. In order that 

all nations of the world could have their say and make their contribution to the 

progress of disarmament, discussions on disarmament should be held in deliberative 

forums 1-rhere sui table guidelines could be developed. The United Nations has 

provided such deliberative forums like the General Assembly, the First Committee 

and the Disarmament Commission. Meetings of these bodies have been very useful. In 

order that all countries without exception could have the possibility of expressing 

their views on the problem of disarmament, it has been proposed that a \vorld 

disarmament conference be convened, and we 1-relcome the proposal. There is no doubt 

that the holding of such a conference would provide a great impetus to progress in the 

field of disarmament. However, it has been strongly recognized that there should be 

a small negotiating body which could take up the guidelines developed in the 

deliberative forums and conduct serious and detailed discussions on specific problems 

and issues 1vi th a vim-r to exploring the possibility of negotiating internationally

binding instruments for achieving progress towards the realization of global security 

based on disarmament. 

The international thinking in regard to the essential need for and separate 

roles of the deliberative forums and a negotiating body has become so firmly rooted 

that it might well be considered as one of the most important trends that have 

emerged in international relations during the post Second World vJar period. Moreover, 

it is through a process of trial and error that a negotiating body -- the Committee 

on Disarmament - was established in 1962 and has had a decade of useful existence. 

Never before in the history of mankind has a negotiating body on disarmament survived 

so long and done such valuable \vork. The international community has, year after 

year, given guidelines to the Committee on Disarmament for doin.; continued >rork and 

achieving progress in the field of disarmament. 
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Against this background the desire of the international co1nmunity for the 

participation of France and the People's Republic of China in disarmament neGotiations 

has only become strong·er with the passage of time. It is only to be hoped that such 

participation would become possible in the near future. 

Recently several suggestions have been put forvrard in regard to the futu:ce 

reorganization of the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament. All such 

suggestions 1vould need to be carefully examined, because any changes the.t mie-;ht be 
,, 

agreed upon should have tl1e sole objective of strengthening the Conference of the 

Committee on Disarmament with a vie-vr to making it a more effective instrwnent of 

negotiation on the problem of disarmament. The cause of disarmament will receive a 

set-back if the 1vork of the Conference of the Committee on Disarman1ent -vrere disrupted. 

It would be difficult, if not impossible, to hold meanint;ful disarmament discussions 

if a proven forum vrere to be destroyed or changes made in it on the basis of 

precancel ved expectations and 1-1ishful anticipation. 

'l'he 26th Regular Session of the General Assembly of the United Nations has 

recently considered several questions in the field of disarmament and has adopted 

various resolutions. These resolutions provide e:,t:tidelines for the vrork of the 

Conference of the Committee on Disarmrunent during its meetings in the current year. 

The question of elimination of chemical •;~eapons is to be a high priority item. 

The delegation of India together with the other members of the Group of 'l'wel ve last 

year developed a Joint Memorandum (CCD/352) vrhic~1 suggests the fundamental approach 

as vvell as the important elements that could provide the basis for future agreement 

on the elimination of chemical weapons. It is the hope of the Indian delegation 

that the Joint Nemorandum of the· Group of 'l'l·rel ve \·rould be fully utilized by t11e 

Conference of the Committee on Disarmament for its negotiations on the elimination 

of <::hemical vreapons. 

As regar.ds the question of a comprehensive test ban 1 the views of the Indian 

delegation have been stated iri my statement before the First Corr~ittee on 

29 November 1971. I would like to reiterate that for achieving progress towards the 

objective of a comprehensive test ban it is essential that four maih considerations 

be kept in mind. In the first instance, the provisions of the Partial 'l'est Ban Treaty 

should be fully observed, and those nuclear-weapon States 1-1hich have not yet adhered 
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to that treaty should do so without any further excuse or delay. Secondly, whatever 

be the differences on the issue of verification of a ban on underground-nuclear 

weapon tests, and notwithstanding any other considerations~ all testing of nuclear 

weapons in all environments must be immediately suspended. Thirdly, a comprehensive 

test ban has tvro aspects~ (a) all nuclear \veapon tests in all environments 

should be prohibited; (b) all nuclear-weapon States should be parties to it. 

Fourthly, negotiations should be undertal<:en for a separate treaty to prohibit all 

nuclear-weapon tests in the underground environment, and attention should 

simultaneously be focused on the need to conclude an agreement on underground 

nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes. 

Recently some suggestions for 1vhat have been termed "measures of restraint" 

have been put forward in regard to the question of a comprehensive test bah. It 

has been argued that since, despite the repeated calls of the General Assembly, a 

complete suspension'of nuclear-weapon testing has not tal<:en place so far, it 

would now be very pragmatic to ask for a partial limitation -- say, in the size and 

numbers - of nuclear-\veapon tests being conducted in the underground environment. 

The delegation of India is firmly of the vievi that the position tal<:en by the 

international community over the years for a complete suspension of all nuclear

weapon tests in all environments is correct, as that is the only v-ray in 1vhich 

suitable conditions can be created for achieving a comprehensive test ban. Suggestions 

for the so-called measures of restraint ar~ only superficially attractive. They 

could only create an illusion of progTess and would result in a legitimization 

of certain categories of nuclear-1veapon t sting. A partial approach would be 

inadequate, unworkable and dangerous. There should be a truly comprehensive 

approach to the question of a comprehensive test ban. 

It is the earnest hope of the delegation of India that the sessions of the 

Conference of the Committee on Disarmament this year vould lead to a deeper 

understanding not only of the overall situation in the field of disarmament but 
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also of the basic issues involved in regard to the specific problems novr under 

consideration. The need for patience and perseverance was never greater than 

today in the pursuit of the goal of disarmament. 

Before concluding my statement, I should like to recall the follmving vrords of 

Jawaharlal Nehru? which he addressed in the Rajya Sabha of the Parliament of India 

on 15 Ylarch 1962 - the day following the establishment of the Committee on 

Disarm~nent in Geneva~ 

"In regard to foreign affairs or in regard to anything, the most 

important thing today, I have no doubt 1 is disarmament, looking at it from 

a vrorld point of view·, because if there is no disarmament, the world vrill 

naturally drift more and more tmrards conflict, tovrards war, and undoubtedly 

if there is "l·rar, it vvill be a nuclear vrar and possibly a war like that 

brought on without even a declaration of war •.. Disarmament has become 

a very vital and urgent problem, and this conference that is being held 

in Geneva, the 18-Nember Conference, is of the hit;hest importance ••• If 

. this fails, then it vrill not be easy to come back to it. Some tir.1e or 

the other the vvorld >vill have to co1ue to di sarm~,1ent -- there is no doubt 

unless it destroys itseli beforehand." 

Disarmrunent is a matter to vrhich the Government of India have consistently 

attached the highest importance. It is, hovvever, a hie:;hly conplicated subject. 

Our attempt has therefore been to put forward proposals >·rhich are not only 

idealistic and right in our opi~ion but which are also realistic and likely to be 

acceptable to others. India would continue to co-operate ~;vi th all the countries 

of the world in the achievenent of the cherished ideal of the human race~ that 

of a lasting vrorld peace based on disarmament. 
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Hr. ROSEHBER.G POLi'J{ (Netherlands): I should like to begin my first 

intervention in this Committee >lith some observations on the ultimate goal of our 

common endeavour in the field of arms control and disarmament. As stated .in m~ny 

resolutions of the United Nations General Assembly and reflected in several treaties 

on matters of our special concern and interest, our ultimate goal is general and 

complete disarmament. A fully-disarmed vrorld with no armed forces except for an 

international police force guarding the peace is and remains what we have to work 

tovard. 

During the first years of its existence this Committee has devoted a major portion 

of its deliberations to the question of general and complete disarmament. Thereafter 

it has focussed its attention Elainly on so-called collateral measures of disarmament. 

There exists, certainly in public opinion in the Netherlands and perhaps in the 

Horld at large, a sense of impatience and disquiet uith regard to the speed and manner 

in vvhich results are being attai:..1ed in the field of disarmament. J .. .nd even though some 

real prog-..cess has been made by this Conillli ttee i:r. a field of international negotiations 

of great complexity, vievred against the ultimate goal of general and complete 

disarnanent the accomplishments of the past must seem modest i:r.deed. 

It is not to be expected that this tremendous te~sk of achieving general and 

complete disarmament can be accomplished uithin a short period of time. Indeed, it is 

doubtful vrhether it vvill be achieved in the foreseeable future. This does not, 

houever, e~bsolve us from the dut~r, vhile exploiting today' s possibilities in the field 

of partial measures, to look forvvard and to see rna tters in their proper perspective. 

This means, to my mL'ld, that vre must try to tackle the problems that are manageable 

novr, ui thout losing sight of our long-term goal. 

One cannot imagine a disarmed vmrld without profound changes in international 

relationships as \ve knovr them nou. The vdll tm1ard disarmament, as He see it, offers 

a stinmlus to change international society. It is also true, hovmver, that ivarld-Hide 

and large-scale disarmament ce~n only come about as a consequence of changing patterns 

in inter-State behaviour and of the development of i-,Jternational procedures and 

institutions. 
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The Netl1erlands Gov,ernment, in ans~orering tvro years ago the questionnaire of the 

United lfations Secretary-General. on the subject of the strengthening of international 

security, put into their reply the following thoughts 9 and I quote: 

"At the moment.of the 25th anniversary of the United Nations~ it is not 

irrelevant to quest:ion "~Jhetber the present vrorld order sufficiently conforms to 

the increasing interdependence of all peoples 1rhich requires that, if necessary, 

national interests be suboTdinated to common interests. A secure ITOl'ld system 
I 

is impossible if individual St<:ttes are umvilling to accept such subordination. 

Eventually. the security of mankind can only be ensured by the development of a 

~ororld legal order based on juotice, in VJhich the issues of international politics 

will have been transfonned into issues o:Z global domestic politics.rt 

This concept of a future world order 1vill easily be liable to scepticism and even 

to opposi tioni but 1-1e think it to hold true, not only 1vi th regard to disarmament but 

also with regard to other global issues like international development co~operation, 

the r:xploi tation of the world reserves of natural ::c·eso11rces, and the preservation of 

man's envirorunent. We believe that in the lonG :;:un changing international patterns 

and needs vrill contribute and may even force us to close·r co-operation and solidarity 

bet1veen nations. 

It would only be comrnensD.rate Fi th our ultimate goal and Hitll the heavy tasks 

before us if all major Pm·Jers could decide to take part actively in our disarmament 

negotiations. :MY delegation associates itself Hitl1 the hope expressed by many speakers 

that in the course of time China and France uill consider it to be in theil' ovm 

interests as 1vell as ours that they should join us in disarmament negotiations. We 

look fonvard to the moment at which also the GeTman nation will be represented. 

During the disarmament debate in the Ji'irst Committee last yea:r' several vrishes with 

regard to a reconstruction of the Committee ~orere formulated. They >vel"e basically 

related to the co-Chairmansl1ip and its prerogatives- including the drafting of the 

annual report of the Committee --and to the question of the openness of the Committee. 

It is not my intention to go into details 'ri tb regard to these subjects~ At this stage 

I merely -vrant to state that the Netherla~ds delegation is ·willing to approach these 
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questions 1·rii;h an open mind. If it should appear that a departure from past practices 

might contribute to an improvement in credibi.li ty and in acceptibili ty of the Cmmni ttee 

as a negotiatipg forum, 1-1e \-Tould have to be prepared to act 1-ri th realism and with 

vlillingness to reach the attainable. 

As to a world disarmament ~of(ference, we believe that such a conference will not 

be able to take the place of a limited negotiating .forum. We have made our vie1vs on 

this point very clear during the general disarmament debate during the last session of 

the General Assembly. Therefore, Hhatever the outcome of the debate on the desirability 

of a '\vorld disarmament conference,, it \vould according to our viev-rs remain true that a 

negotiating body of limited size cannot be missed. Disarmament -vri thout doubt concerns 

all States, big and small; but at the same time past experience has sho1m that detailed 

and time-consuming negotiations on such sensitive problems can prosper best in an 

atmosphere of quiet and patient contacts. 

The General Assembly has specifically requested the Committee to continue as a 

matter of highest priority its deliberations on a treaty banning underground nuclear

'l·reapon tests, as vJell as its negotiations vTi th a vie" to reaching early agreement on 

effective measures for the prohibition of the development, production and s~ockpiling 

of chemical 1veapons. 

On the question of a comprehensive test ban our position is vrell kno-vm, as it has 

been set out at length in this Cmmni ttee last year. The Netherlands position was 

summarized in a statement of the Netherlands representative in the First Committee of 

the United Nations General Assembly on 18 November last. Permit me to quote the 

relevant paragraph of that statement: 

"Tbe Conference of the Committee on Disarmament has held ample discussions 

on the technical aspects of the verification problem. The seismological 

capabilities for the detection and identification of underground explosions novT 

seem to be explored to an extent which ma};:es it doubtful vrhether essentially nmv 

insights can be gained by further continuation of the scientific debate. In 

addition, the alwa~,rs thorny issue of on-site inspections has been scaled down to a 

problem of more modest dimensions. The range of nuclear explosions in regard to 
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':inich on--site inspections could be of a practical value has shrunk significantly 

&nd. WOuld do SL even more after the installation of special seismic instruments • 

If this is correct, the test ban problem now lends itself to a political rather 

than a technical approach. Therefore, we think that the tiQe has come for the 

Pmiers most directly concerned to make such political decisions as are needed iri 

orJer to achieve the speedy conclusion of an international agreement for the 

rrohibi tion of underground nuclear vveapon tests. Indeed, >-.re fervently hOpe that 

such an ag:r:eement will be reached within a year from nm-1. 11 

I hope to' come back to the question of a comprehensive test ban at a later stage 

in our deliberations. I should like to support the forceful plea of Mr. Ignatieff 

in his intervention of 2 March to the effect that >ve should not have a "dialogue des 

.§.2._urd.s.." on this subject instead of meaningful negotiations. As regards his two 

p~coposed lines of approach, we have no strong preference for one or the other. Indeed, 

we do believe that they are not incompatible and that they could be follovred on a 

p::traJ.lel course. As to the urgency of progress in the field of a comprehensive test 

han, I might perhaps be all01-.red to quote from the article by Hen:ry R. ~ers oh 

"J.};ctcnJing the nuclear test ban11 in the January issue of "The Scientific American 11
: 

"The attainment of a treaty banning underground tests -vmuld demonstrate to 

·:h8 non-nuclear countries that the major nuclear Pc' .. 'ers 1wuld accept substantial 

restriction on their own nuclear activities, a demonstration that would strengthen 

arguments against the acquisition of nuclear i-leapons by other countries. As a 

r,;sul t of its symbolic value, a cessation of underground testing, particularly in 

tLa absence of a major agreement at the Strategid Arms Limitations Talks, would, 

more "0!1an any other likely step, signi:Z'y an almost irrevocable commitment to seek 

security through anus-control agreements rather than through the never endin~ 

cycle of weapon9 and counter-vJeapons that hcis characterized the period since 

World War II." 
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vle fully endorse that conclusion and we repeat our hope that our deliberations· 

during this session lvill come to fruition and will lead to the concltlsion of an 

underground test ban. 

On the question of effective measures for the prohibition of the development, 

production .and stod:piling of chemical ;,v-eapons, extensive research 1-lill still. have 

to be done.. This conclusion can also be drmm from the discussions during a 

symposium organized by SIPRI a fevr months ago. Ny delegation shares the vie-vr 

expressed by lir. Nisibori of Japan on the need of convening one or more informal 

meetings 1vi th experts in order to develop further our insight in certain technical 

questions. I may add to this that, in our vie-vr, future meetings with experts 1'/"ould 

be most productive if these -vrould not be restricted to an exchange of prepared 

statements. "lie think it would be advisable to have experts from as many Nember 

countries as possible to come here, and a.llow them time and opportunity to discuss 

matters at some length. vJe believe that such technical discussions could best be 

held at an early date. It vJOuld then be possible to take account of their results 

in political discussions later on in this year's session. 

In his intervention at the opening meeting on 29 February, IVtr. Hartin of the 

United States raised some fundamenta.l questions with regard to the scope and 

verification of a prohibition of the development, production etc. of chemical · 

1·reapons. \Vith regard to the question of scope, we have noted that the members· 

of this Committee -vrho form the Group of Twelve seem to have taken a flexible 
' 

position on this issue. In their joint memorandum of 28 September 1971 (CCD/352) 

they proposed a prohibition of "chemical agents of types and in quantities that will 

be defined in future agreed provisions". VIe appreciate this flexible approach, .. 

and the Netherlands delegation is ready to explore all avenues for possible progress 

in this field. This is not to say that we do not have any preference of our own. 

In fact the Netherlands delegation is basically in favour of a chemical weapons 

convention whose scope 1-rould be comprehensive. 
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The major problem confronting such an approach arises from the situation that, 

of all chemical agents that might be used in warfare, only certain categories are 

exclusively suited to this purpose. The other categories serve either as raw materials 

in normal industry or are applied directly in a variety of civil activities. These 

materials are available in abundance in many countries all over the world. The close 

relationship betvreen the production of chemicals for civilian needs and the production 

of chemical agents for warfare \vas clearly illustrated in a United St~.tes working 

paper of 16 1-1arch 1970 (CCTI/283). 
On1.y the highly lethal nerve agents seem to be an exception to this rule. 

Netherlands experts have tried to define these agents in an objective formula (CCTI/320). 
But at least until no\·T it has been doubtful hovr far such a course of action can be 

follO\ved with regard to other chemical agents. Of course these too might be defined 

in chemical formulas; but, because of the capability of many of these agents to serve 

military as \vell as civilian purposes, such formulas v1ould not fit into a treaty 

prohibiting the production and possession of chemical vleapons unless combined vri th a 

statement of intent. In treaty language this might be phrased as a prohibition to 

develop, produce etc. such and such chemical agents unless for such and such purposes, 

or as an undertaking not to develop, produce etc. such agents for hostile purposes 

or for use in armed conflict. 

In vieu of the feasibility of only an "intentional" or, to use. a phrase coined 

by the Suedish delegation, a "conditional" prohibi tirm of most categories of chemical 

age.,.,ts, one might \,onder if a selective prl.1ibition of agents Hith a sole military 

purpose vrould not be preferable. At this stage of the discussion it vmuld be premature 

to rule out a course of action tha.t, for example, vlOuld lead us to concentrate 

initially on a prohibition of nerve agents as a model for progress in other fields. 

At the same time, ~re should aim at a comprehensive prohibition as the most desirabJ.e 

final result of our common efforts in the field. of chemical arms control and 

disarmament. 
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·ou.r negotiations are dealing with means of warfare the use of which is already 

forbidden under international law. As we all know, this rule of international law 

is interpreted in different ways. It is not our intention to raise a new debate on 

questions that have been disputed for decades. But, look.L11g to the future and in view 

of a possible new international agreement on chemical means of warfare, the Netherlands 

Government has on several occasions declared its readiness to take account of the 

opinion of a majority of States, to wit that the use in war of all chemical agents 

should be prohibited. 

Such a prohibition should have as its corollary a provision for the total 

elimination of all chemical means of warfare from the arsenals of States. We suggest 

that such a provision would have to be comprehensive ·in order to be effective. Of 

course one category of chemical agents is more dangerous as a means of warfare than 

others; but a general observation like this is only relevant up to a certain point. 

For instance, only nerve agents could play a militarily-significant role in a conflict 

between parties that already possess the most modern arnaments in conventional or even 

nuclear terms. The case is different, however, in a situation of confrontation between 

such a major military Power and a less well-equipped nation, or between two developing 

countries. In ~ case like this, chemical weapons of the types used during World War I 

could pose a threat that might not be measured by their relative degree of toxicity. 

Because this Committee is aiming at a generally-acceptable agreement, we have, I 

suppose, to take account of the different scenarios in which such an agreement should 

play its role. 

Another argument in favour of a comprehensive approach also deals with the 

disarmament aspect of a chemical-weapons convention. If only a certain category of 

agents were to be eliminated from military arsenals, the verification of such a measure 

would be virtually impossible. One should have to open up or dismantle spray-tanks or 

bombs to get assurance that they would not contain an agent of the forbidden type. 

Only when the total absence of chemical agents from arsenals would be the rule, a 

certain degree of confidence could be derived from less intrusive measures such as 

the observation of the discontinuance of the training of armies in chemical warfare 

etc. We have as yet no concrete suggestions on the verification of chemical 
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disa.rrn.ameri·~.. We are; however, .inclined to thi.nk that the destruction of military 

stockpiles or their diversi6n· to-peaceful needs will'have· to be verified in. an 

d-pprop:riate manner; "because c-h9m±cal n1eans' of warfare a:fe actually deployed 'by 

several states.- In this respect ·the Convention on Biological WeEi.pons does not lend 

it::telf as a. sui ta.b1e precedent. • 

If a coniprehE:msi ve approach would appear to be acceptable, we should realize 

that a che:m.-<j~:,l-weapons .. conv-ention could provide for the tot~l elimination of chemical 

weapons from military arsenals but that it could not cope with the less·direct but 

r..onetheles's real threat posed by the existing and e:xianding capabilities of chemical 

industry. 1m intentional or conditional prohibition, as I mentioned before, could 

only up to·~ certron point·put practical restrictions on the production and possession 

of several kinds of agents that 'might be suitable for military purposes. In fact, 

suc:1 a: prohibition might be found to be of significance mainly as a reinforcement o:f 

tl:e existing ban on the us!J_ of these kinds o:f weapons. 

·. 'This could bP said also with rega.!'d to the Biological Weapons Convention that l."e 

<\;:;:-~ed. upon lar,t year. ArcicJ.e I of this Convention does not contain an absolute 

l):rohibi tion of the posse3SiDn of microbial and other biological agents, or toxins·, 

l'~:ct only prohibits possession of. iypes and quantities "that have· no justificat·ion for 

p:ro-phylactic, protective or other -peaceful purposes". But on the other hand it 

sb.pulatos that this rule· is to be applied "in any circumstances". Togethe-i-.with. 

+~" :;::'::"Cvision in article II for coinplete disarmament in this fi~ld, this clause 

(':" .:ul t s in a tot a: pro hi bi tion of the use Jf biological means of warfare. In our 

view this is one ofthe exceptional qualities ofthis convention. It puts a double 

lock on the alrea.ey-existi'l:lg ban on· th€lir use that,. in .. essenc~, was only. a prohibition 

0£' fil'.§.! use. The Netherlands delegation hope's that a. similar prbvision could be 

; ,....,,r;;e:i ut:-ori in a comrention on chemical weapons. In that event, even an internet.5.0r:2.: 

or conditional prohibition of tne possession of certain chemical ~gents would be of 
r. 

>:J-i.gnificance :-:ts an arms-control measure by completely outlawing them as a means 6f 

i··idrfare. 
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I would like to. conclude this intervention 1.vi th a short remark on the question of 

conventional-arms control that has been raised by the United States delegation. On 

previous occasions the Netherlands delegation has supported the view that this 

Committee should pay due attention to this subject. lifo doubt the •ontrol and 

limitation of weapons of mass destruction deserve the highest priority in our 

deliberations. But as a matter of fact all wars that began after Vvorld War II vrere 

so-called conventional wars. Some members of this Committee who have spoken before 

me have already mentioned the huge amounts of money that are being spent year by year 

for military purposes. The Secretary-General's Report on the Social and Economic 

Consequences of the Pxmaments Race and its Harmful Effects on World Peace and Security 

has dravm a clear picture of the dimensions of this problem. The Netherlands 

delegation is ready to participate in a common search for practical measures in the 

field of conventional arms control. In the meantime, unilateral steps of self-control 

and self-restraint could already be taken by, for instance, the major supplier countries. 

Such a kind of unilateral action is, hovrever, bound to 1Je of limited avail unless it 

is co-ordinated and supported by bilateral or multilateral understandings or agreements. 

In this respect this Committee could do useful ·v-vor;:, at least in an ex~1loratory manner. 

Mr. KHOSBAYAR (I:Iongolia) ~ llfay I start my short statement by saying· that my 

delegation is pleased to join the previous sperucers in congratulating· heartily the 

veteran members of the Committee, including yourself, Hr. Chairman, as well as our ne;y 

colleagues, and wish them every success in ·::heir vrork. 

During the whole period of its existence the Committee on Disarmament has earned 

itself the reputation of an effective and productive body dealing with the highly 

complicated problems of disarmament 11nder a complex international situation. The 

decade of the Committee 1 s vmrk has been marked by the first series of important 

agreements well knovm to us which vvere aimed at curbing the arms race and reversing tllis 

adverse trend. 
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Rec2.lling the achievements scored by the Conference of the Committee on 

Disa:rmament, we should, hmrever, accept the truth that, so far as the principal 

objective of disarmament is concerned, vre have failed to live up to the expectations 

of the v!Orld community. Ls. the previous speakers have pointed out, the past ten years 
• 

have witnessed the unforeseen increase in arms expenditures and both the oualitative 

anu ouantitative build-up of armaments, vrhich have ahreys had an adverse influence on 

disarmament negotiat :i "US. 

Regardless of these unfavourable trends, the successful conclusion of certain 

agreements in the field of disarmament ha,s been made possible thanks to the determination 

and untiring efforts of those ~rho are sineerely interested in lessening international 

tension. It also testifies to the fact that, once there is a political uill to 

negotiate seriously, there is alimys a ua;y to ree.ch concrete agreements on disarmament. 

The socialist countries have been constantl;y stri·ring to find the best possible 

solution to the problem of disarmament by putting foriiard a good number of proposals 

and suggestions, and by adopting a constructive and flexible attitude touards 

negotiations. :But unfortunately they hcW·2 often run against obstacles 11hich prevented 

them from achieving more results. 

It seems to us that the future disarmament negotiations ivill be no less difficult 

than the past ones, and that the Committee, therefore, should redouble its_e.fforts in 

order to reach its goal. ifhile striving to negotiate nevr agreements in the field of 

disarmament, we should at the same time S8ek the fullest possible adherence to and 

implementation of previously-concluded or1es so as to make them universally-binding 

:rules of international law. 

It is obvious that an•end to the deadly spiral of the arms race can be put only 

through concerted and collective actions of all States. Accordingly in our opinion all 

States, big and small alike, should commit themselves to adopt necessary measures ~vhich 

'o'!01tld. further facilitate negotiations on disarmament. In this connexion I should like 

to refer to resolution 2833 (JaVI) of the twenty-sixth session of the United Nations 
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General Assembly, adopted at the initiative of the Soviet Union, on convening a world 

disarmament conference >-lith the participation of all States. We maintain that the world 

disarmament conference would enable governments to concentrate their attention on the 

most important aspects of the disarmament problem and come forward vith new ideas as 

vrell as outline measures that would have a favourable impact on the attainment of 

still wider and stricter agreements in this field. Such a conference will usefully 

supplement the bilateral and multilateral talks which are under 11ay at present, as well 

as any other disarmament negotiations that may be held in the future. 1tf delegation, 

like many others, believes that the Committee, as a body possessing rich experience in 

dealing with disarmament problems, could substantially contribute to the preparation 

of this conference. 

My delegation concurs vrith the statements that the Committee is entering its 

second decade at a time lvhen the political developments in certain areas have raised 

some hopes for meaningful talks on the vital problems of disarmament. The most 

important of these developments is no doubt the improvement of the situation in Europe, 

vrhich if carried forward would not only bring about a ne1v turn in the relations of the 

countries of this continent but would considerably promote the relaxation of tension 

in general. Hence it is quite natural that the initiative taken by the States Parties 

to the Warsaw Treaty to convene an all-European conference, and their efforts to 

realize it, have been appreciated and supported by all nations, including my o~n. 

vr.hile noting >'lith satisfaction some positive developments in Europe, my delegation, 

representing ~Asian country, cannot but mention with regret the fact that, due to 

the outmoded policy ::from a position of strength" still being pursued by some Powers, 

the situation in some parts of Asia remains explosive. The reme~ for this abnormal 

situation can be found in immediate cessdion of all interference in the inte::rnal 

affairs of other countries. 'vle believe that creation of the system of collective 

security in Asia based on the principles of peaceful co-existence is an important 

prerequisite to peace and stability in this region. 
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Turn:ing to the agenda of this year's session of our Committee, 1<~:e understand that 

,priority,.has bE??l.l given to prohibition of'chemical veapons and illlderg;round nuclear tests. 

As is vrell known, it has always been the vieVT of my delegation that both chemical 

and bacteriola.gical \veapcms should be prohibited totally and simultaneously. When the 

socialist coillltries agreed t9 the conclusion of a convention banning bacteriological 

(biological) and toxin vreapons first, vre proceeded from the firm belief that it should 

constitute the first step towards an early ban on chemical vreapons. The close link 

beti-Jeen chemical and bacteriological (biological) vrec:tpons established in the Geneva 

Protocol of 1925 has been repeatedly affi~ed by General Assembly resolutions and has 

foillld its reflexion in the Convention banning Bacteriological (Bi()logical) and Toxin 

1Jea:pons, according to article IX of which the Parties to the Convention illldertake to 

continue negotiations in good faith ·Hith a view to reachine early agreement on 

effective measures for the prohibition of the developQent, production and st()ckpiling of 

chemical agentc for weapons purposes and their destruction. 

A .question v1as posed by some delegations about the poGcibili ty of limiting the 

prohibition of chemical agents to so;u.e types. In the opinion of my delegation any 

partial prohibition v10uld be contrary to the spirit of the Geneva Protocol, which banned 

the use of all types of chemical and bacteriological vJeapons as means of mass destruction, 

regardless of the degree of their toxicity. This is Hhy .my delegation stands for 

comprehensive prohibition of chemical vreapons. 

IvTy delegation is, of course, mrare of the controversy over the problem of 

verification. Hm·Jever, since the question of the prohibition of chemical vreapons has 

been studied in depth for the la;:;t feu years, vre maintain that preconditions for 

arriving at an agreement to tha.t effect have been created. Moreover, the fact that we 

v1ere able to solve the verification issue in a manner sc:.tisfactory to all, when last 

year the Corami ttee successfully vJOrked out the Convention ban.."1.ing Bacteriological 

(Biological) and Toxin \Jeapons, strengthens even further our belief that this issue 

should not become a stumbling-block on the 'tray to an agreement. 
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As for the other priority problem, my delegation insists, like many others, on the 

immediate cessation of all nuclear tests, including underground tests, by all testing 

countries. We firmly believe that a comprehensive test ban strictly observed and 

implemented would constitute an important breakthrough towards nuclear disarmament. 

After fifteen years of intense consideration of this question, it is high time to 

respond positively to the numerous urgent calls of the United Nations General Assembly 

and, moreover, to the clearly-expressed wishes of the peoples all over the world to see 

an end to the nuclear tests. Since it has become a widely-accepted view that seismic 

methods of detection and identification through national means are adequate for 

verification of an underground test-ban agreement, the insistence on on-site inspection 

can only be considered as an attempt to obstruct the constructive approach to the 

solution of this problem. 

During the course of our deliberations some delegations have suggested that certain 

changes should be introduced in the present composition and procedures of. our Committee. 

In principle my delegation will not have any objections to changes made with due account 

of the further effectiveness of the Committee's activity and its specific nature as a 

negotiating body. However, some delegations, taking ir1to account the delicacy of the 

problem, have expressed doubts regarding the desirability of making any hurried changes. 

It seems to us that the Committee needs more time t:o find the best possible solution 

acceptable to all. As far as the participation of the Peopl~'s Republic of China and 

France and the two German States is concerned, it is the consideredview of my Government 

that all militar~ly-important States should take an active part in disarmament efforts. 

In conclusion, I would like to express my earnest hope that i•re, in the course of the 

current session, will take concrete and constructive steps towards general and complete 

disarmament. 

Mr. CARACCIOLO (Italy) (translation from French): I shall be brief, but I 

should nevertheless like to present a few considerations on the progress of our work. 
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Judging by the average length of our periods of activity, we have more or less 

reached the half-way mark in our winter-spring session. By now most delegations 

have explained their positions on the problems before us; this should enable us to 

assess our prospects and the targets that we can reasonably achieve this year. In 

the present political situation, on vrhich I commented in my previous statement on 

7 March, and at a time when even the future of our Committee may be questioned, it is 

in fact our duty to do everything possible to prevent a deadlock in our work, which 

would certainly have the. most undesirable consequences. 

I feel that I am right in saying that most of the previous speakers agree that the 

pr?blem of the probibition of chemical weapons offers the best possibilities for any 

progress in the immediate future. Indeed, my ovm delegation apart, the representative 

of the United States of America, Mexico, JCLpan, Yugoslavia, S1<1eden and Poland have 

recently expressed quite deta~iled vi elm and put forvrard many suggestions and ideas vrhich 

merit scrutiny. Some of these viei·JS, along vri th others, are presented in the working 

paper which the United States representative introduced and eXl)lc:~ined the day before 

yesterday; this \·Tell-constructed document communicates the full weight of American 

technology and reflects the scale of its advances. 

Clearly, hovrever, the technical aspects of such a huge and complex problem can be 

seen from I<Tidely-differing angles. vle have had proof of this at a number of our 

meetings devoted especially to the 1)roblem of chemical vreapons, at vrhich several 

delegations have made observations Hhich, although extremely interesting, lack 

co-ordination and have therefore left us somevJhat frustrated and feeling that 1ve have 

heard 2.. dir,logue of the dec;,f. 

I thiru( I am also expressing a general opinion in saying that our final aim, as 

far as the problem of chemical vreapons is concerned, is clearly the conclusion in due 

course of a properly-vrorded prohibition tree,ty vrhich, alongside the treaty which vre 

approved last year on biological weapons, ~ay ultimately strengthen the 1925 Geneva 

Protocol. 

But it also aeems clea:r to me that, before we embark on the final and political 

stage of our negotiations, vrhich relates to the preparation of ~uch a treaty, common 

sense itself tells us to begin by organizing, selecting and studying all the valuable 
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These are no>• part of the 

Committee r s records and are already a substantial body of material which v1ill be 

supplemented, as v1e receive them, by nevl contributions such as those presented to us 

during the past month by the delegations mentioned above. 

If we do otherwise~ we shall be putting the cart before the horse and 

indefinitely prolonging labyrinthine discussions \Jhich vill not clarifY the technical 

issues. 

He must therefore first undertake an essentially technical task before 1ve can pass 

on to a more specifically political and legal stage. vle all knm•, of course, that 

no technical 1·10rk is completely separable from politics; indeed, we are here to ensure 

that this steady link between tecbnology and politics is maintained. That does not 

mean, however, that in the present initial stage \ve do not require the continual 

assistance of qualified experts, which most of us, especially myself, are not. 

It has often been argued here that the best method of obtaining expert assistance 

and advice is the one we have practised hitherto, namely that each delegation puts its 

ouestions to its na,tional experts through its own governmental channels and communicates 

their replies to us in due course. In my opinion the experience of the last hm years 

has demonstrated beyond all doubt the slowne5s ·of this process, vrhich, lacking 

international co-ordination, ultimately continues the dialogue of the deaf to vlhich I 

referred just novr. 

Yet >-Ji thout abandoning this traditional system, to vhich a number of delegations 

seem particularly attached, vJe could, if 11e really wished to speed our work, combine it 

>vi th another and a much more efficient system~ that of having our ex-perts meet here for 

as long and as often as is necessa:cy and vrork vri th us under our constBnt direction. I 

feel that this system vould help us to elucide.te many technical matters around v1hich our 

discussions continue to revolve because at present each delegation can only communicate 

the content of the technical infonnation furnished by its national experts, and cannot 

discuss it in detail or compare it with the information provided by other delegations. 

If, ho1v-ever, >ve gave the experts for the first time a chance to discuss among themselves 1 

in their own technical language, the problems uhich from time to time vre found it 

necessa:cy to lay before them, I feel that we should succeed in co-ordinating and 

illumin2-ting the various facets of these problems more easily and in forging a common 

language. In that process the confrontation of different arg~ments and points of view 

may help tmrards the discovery of new approaches and nev1 ideas. 
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Apart from the technical and. practical considerations vrhich in our opinion· 

justify the participation of experts in our '\•rork, there is also a political one vlhich 

should not be underestimated. Herely by adopting this nei·l procedure, '\•Those 

effectiveness is vridely aclmovrledged, i·re should abundantly demonstrate to the public, 

'"ho are novr vmtching us ¥ri th the closest interest, that the negotiations on chemical 

1veapons have entered a serious and active phase. 

For the organization of this expert consultation under our auspices, 1>1e truiy 

have a vrealth of alternatives. After all, we are a committee vrhich enjoys some 

measure of independence, and we have no bureaucratic or statutory rules to prevent 

us from adopting the procedure we find most effective. All that is needed is the >vill 

to discuss and settle the matter together; this can very easily be done at a single 

meeting of the Committee - either official or unofficial as ue please, but one devoted 

specially to this topic. 

Today there is still time; tomorrovJ it may be too late. 

I have therefore taken the liberty of placing these thoughts before my 

colleagues, vrhose vrisdom vrill naturally dictate their response. 

The meeting l'ose at 11.45 a.m.· 




